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The city and my RazorThe city and my RazorThe city and my RazorThe city and my Razor----WWWWireireireire----BangleBangleBangleBangle    

At least once I wanted to go with fashion... 

Last year it seemed fashionable to rebuilt fences at the borders possibly even decorated with razor 

wire. In a city like Berlin where it is more traditional to turn down walls a barbed wire barrier still 

evokes provocation - even though at the other hand the left-over pieces of the wall and places where it 

once ran are the main tourist attraction and artist protest against new torn down gaps in it (created 

recently by investors).  

Does a barb-wire still provoke? I hope so since provocation seems always fashionable... 

You can ask the question who is supposed to get sympathy: Amnesty International (with barbed wire in 

its logo) or perhaps really the Hungarian government and even the Pegida-mob: Is it possible to 

recognize this looking at the delicate filigree soft silver razor wire? What does it tell about the one who 

wears it? Can you judge it as a statement or an expression of protection or confusion? 

Silver – the first connotation: prosperity. We are defending our wealth, we live a good life in our towns 

compared with the rest of the world. The world is attracted of our lifestyle, people from all over move 

to our towns. The world but not only the pleasant part of it is coming closer, and people defend 

themselves from exuberant impressions by ignoring those troubles wearing their Underground-travel-

poker-face. Concentrating only to daily routine becomes the magic formula. 

But what can you do if the hustle and bustle of the crowd starts to throng? Henriette Reker, the mayor 

of Cologne suggested to keep at least distance of one arm-length and became a target of press-

mockery. To emphasize the gesture with a pinch of razed wire might be a similarly helpless attempt to 

cope with the fear of crowded people. 

I hope at least in this big city I can find people who notice and understand my work and who prefer 

being aware of the fear instead of getting overrun. The city is a good place to get in touch with 

different people, feelings, concepts. An irritation sometimes makes it easier to start  a good 

conversation. 


